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Abstract
The out-of-sample forecasting performances of two univariate time series
presentations for the USD/DEM real exchange rate are compared using quarterly
data for the period 1957Q1–1998Q4. The linear AR process is frequently fitted to
real exchange rate series because it is sufficient for capturing the reported slow
mean reversion in real exchange rates and it has some predictive ability for the
long run. A simple nonlinear alternative, the threshold autoregressive (TAR)
model, allows for the possibility that there is a band of slow or no convergence
around the purchasing power parity level in the real exchange rate, due to
transportation costs or other market frictions that create barriers to arbitrage. The
TAR model is theoretically and empirically appealing, and it has been fitted to
real exchange rates in many recent papers. However, the ultimate test of its
usefulness is its out-of-sample forecasting accuracy. We compare the TAR model
to its simple linear AR alternative in terms of out-of-sample forecast accuracy.
Preliminary results using the RMSE criterion indicate that TAR forecasts are
more sensitive to the estimation period and that they involve considerably more
uncertainty at long horizons, as compared with the simple AR model.
Key words: real exchange rate, TAR model, forecast accuracy
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TAR- ja AR-mallin tarkkuus Yhdysvaltain dollarin ja
Saksan markan välisen reaalisen valuuttakurssin
ennustamisessa
Suomen Pankin keskustelualoitteita 13/2000
Biing-Shen Kuo – Anne Mikkola
Tutkimusosasto

Tiivistelmä
Tässä tutkimuksessa verrataan kahden erilaisen reaalista valuuttakurssia kuvaavan
aikasarjamallin ennustetarkkuutta otoksen ulkopuolisessa aineistossa. Tarkastelut
perustuvat Yhdysvaltain dollarin ja Saksan markan väliseen reaaliseen valuuttakurssiin vuoden 1957 ensimmäisestä neljänneksestä vuoden 1998 viimeiseen neljännekseen. Usein reaalista valuuttakurssia mallinnetaan lineaarisella AR-mallilla,
joka riittää kuvattaessa reaalisten valuuttakurssien taipumusta palata hitaasti kohti
tasapainoarvojaan. Samalla sen avulla voidaan jossain määrin ennustaa reaalista
kurssia pitkällä aikavälillä. Yksinkertainen AR-mallin epälineaarinen vaihtoehto
on kynnysauto-regressiivinen (TAR) malli. Sen avulla voidaan mallintaa kuljetuskustannusten tai muiden markkinajäykkyyksien luomat vaihdannan esteet, joiden
vuoksi reaalisen valuuttakurssin ostovoimapariteetin ympärillä on ”putki”, jonka
sisällä kurssit palaavat hitaasti tai eivät lainkaan kohti tasapainoa. TAR-malli on
sekä teoreettisesti että empiirisesti houkutteleva vaihtoehto, ja sitä on käytetty
reaalisten kurssien mallintamiseen useissa viimeaikaisissa tutkimuksissa. Sen
käyttökelpoisuutta voidaan testata parhaiten tarkastelemalla sen ennustetarkkuutta. Tässä tutkimuksessa TAR-mallin ja sen yksinkertaisen lineaarisen ARvaihtoehdon ennustetarkkuutta verrataan otoksen ulkopuolisessa aineistossa.
Alustavat, virheiden neliösummakriteeriin perustuvat tulokset osoittavat, että
TAR-ennusteet ovat herkempiä valitun estimointiajanjakson suhteen ja että niihin
pitkinä ennustejaksoina sisältyy huomattavasti enemmän epävarmuutta kuin
yksinkertaiseen AR-malliin.
Asiasanat: reaalinen valuuttakurssi, kynnysmalli, ennustetarkkuus
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1 Introduction
Our aim is to compare the forecasting ability of the standard autoregressive model
and the so called threshold autoregressive (TAR) model in predicting real exchange
rates. These are the most common univariate models used in describing the real
exchange rate behaviour.
There is a large literature debating on whether real exchange rates are stationary
or non-stationary. In ¿nite samples, it is ultimately not possible to ¿nd the truth,
since any process with a unit root can be approximated in¿nitely closely by a
stationary process. Based largely on this literature, controversy remains on the
usefulness of purchasing power parity in understanding the long run behavior of
real exchange rates. Some authors view the time series evidence as casting doubt
on the usefulness of PPP (e.g. O’Connell, 1998b Engel 1996), while others do not
see the evidence strong enough to discard the PPP even as an empirically relevant
starting point (e.g. Lothian, 1997 Kuo-Mikkola, 1999a,b).
For long-run forecasting purposes the stationarity or non-stationarity of the
speci¿cation is crucial. To the extent that real exchange rates are non-stationary,
they cannot be predicted in the long run. In our exersice, we can expect to
be able to forecast the real exchange rates only to the extent that the stationary
element is present and captured by these common autoregressive speci¿cations.
More speci¿cally, our interest is in judging the importance of TAR-type nonlinearity by doing the out-of-sample forecast comparison relative to the simple
linear speci¿cation.
The simple AR-model is found to ¿t quite well in the real exchange rates, and it
has some long-run predictive power relative to a unit root processes (see LothianTaylor, 1996 Lothian, 1998 Kuo-Mikkola, 1999a). It is suf¿cient to capture the
mean reverting nature of real exchange rates while at the same time allowing for
Àuctuations that persist over several years. Recently, TAR models have been ¿tted
to real exchange rates or relative goods prices (e.g. Obstfeld-Taylor, 1997 CoakleyFuertes, 1998 O’Connell-Wei, 1997). TAR model is an attractive alternative to ARmodels, since it appears to reconcile the observation of long run stationarity with
the periods where the RERs appears statistically non-stationary. The TAR model
estimates a band around the long-run RER inside which the RER is nonstationary
or follows a different stationary process from what it follows outside the band.
Intuitively and theoreticallly this makes sense by allowing for a band of slow or no
mean reversion around the purchasing power parity level, while the PPP deviations
start to get eliminated more quickly as they become larger. The idea is that with
small deviations the arbitrage is not active due to e.g. transportation or other
transaction costs.
Ultimately economists want to develop models that would help us understand
not only the past but also the future behaviour of real exchange rates. In order
to compare the alternative models the ultimate test is to see how they perform in
out-of-sample forecasting. Forecasting is of interest to many applied economists
as such, and one would want to know how well the alternatives do in this respect.
On some occations one may well be content to estimate a simpler AR model, even
if the TAR model were to provide a nicer economic interpretation, as long as the
prediction is good enough.
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2 Data
The real exchange rate between the US and Germany is constructed from the
consumer price index series and the exchange rate series over 1957:1-1998:4. The
real exchange rate for the US at time |, +| , is
+| ' e|  RL7| n RC.-| c
where RL7| and RC.-| are the  Us for the US and Germany at time |. e| is the
price of German Mark in terms of the US dollar at time | All variables are in
logarithms.1 .
The persistence in the real exchange rates as measured by the sum of ARcoef¿cients is considerably less in annual than in monthly or quarterly data.
Generally, the persistence is the lower the lower the frequency of the data. It is
this lack of persistency or mean-reversion that we want to make use of in the outof-sample forecasting exercise. Therefore, we want to use as low frequency data
as possible and chose quarterly rather than monthly data in this exercise. In other
words, we focus on forecastablity due to the long-run behavior where arbitrage
leads to convergence in the purchasing powers of the two currencies.

3 The competing models
Simple AR model is often used to study the potential convergence of prices and
exchange rates towards the purchasing power parity levels. The AR(p) speci¿cation
for the real exchange rate, +| , is
{+| ' kf n k +|3 n    n k^ +|3R n e|

(1)

Convergence speed is then interpreted to measure market integration or
ef¿ciency of arbitrage. However, if the implied market frictions are transportation
costs, tariffs, non-tariff barriers, menu costs or even pricing to market behavior,
then there can be deviations from the law of one price without arbitrage taking
place. These frictions create a band of no convergence around the real exchange
rate implied by PPP. Within the band, the nominal exchange rate can move around
without the relative domestic prices responding. This was pointed out by Hechscher
in 1916 and recently elaborated by Obstfeld and Taylor (1997).
A simple way to introduce the idea of the band of slow or no convergence is
to modify the AR model into the TAR model: one linear autoregressive process is
replaced by two linear autoregressions, thus leading to a non-linear presentation for
the real exchange rates in time. In the TAR representation, the observations are split
into two regimes, the inner regime where there is sluggish or no adjustment and the
outer regime where large deviations from PPP create pro¿table arbitrage and mean
reversion towards equilibrium takes place.
We ¿t the so called Equilibrium Tar (EQ-TAR) model to the data. The mean
real exchange rate in the sample period, +c is taken as the rough approximation
 Data

is extracted from the IMF publication, ,QWHUQDWLRQDO )LQDQFLDO 6WDWLVWLFV. The consumer price index series (IFS line 64) is used as the measure of prices, and the price of U.S.
dollars in DEM (IFS line zf) as the raw exchange rate series. This series is an average over the period number.
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of the equilibrium real exchange rate. The real exchange rate’s behavior today is
determined by one of the two linear AR-processes. +| is hypothesized to follow a
more sluggish inner regime AR process if the the previous period’s real rate is no
further than S from the equilibrium and the faster converging outer regime process
otherwise. The threshold value, S, is thus used to split the sample into two regimes.
The EQ-TAR process can be written as follows.
;
? b E+|3  + n    n bR E+|3R  + n e| ^|3_ : S
q E+|3  + n  n q ^ E+|3^  + n e| c S  ^|3_  S
{+| '
= 
b E+|3  + n    n bR E+|3R  + n e| ^|3_ S

(2)

where ^|3_ is the threshold variable, typically the lagged real exchange rate. We
set _ '  and ^|3_ ' +|3  +. Thus, the position of the previous period’s real
exchange rate relative to the sample mean determines the regime in which the real
exchange rate is today. Notice that in the EQ-TAR speci¿cation the threshold, Sc
is only used to split the sample but it does not itself appear in the two time series
processes. Consequently, the process converges to the overall mean in both regimes.
The process is stationary overall if the outer band dynamics are stationary: the
process always reverts to the inner band in this case.
This model will be estimated as follows:

{+| '

bf n b +|3 n    n bR +|3R n e| c ^|3 : S or
S ,
q f n q  +|3 n    n q ^ +|3^ n e| c S  ^|3  S

(3)

An alternative frequently used TAR speci¿cation is the so called BAND-TAR
model.
;
^|3_ : S
? b E+|3  +  S n  n bR E+|3R  +  S n e| c
q n q E+|3  + n  n q ^ E+|3^  + n e| c
S  ^|3_  S
{+| '
= b fE+   + n S n  n b E+

+
n
S
n
e
c
^|3_ S
 |3
R |3 R
|

(4)

As opposed to our EQ-TAR speci¿cation, the convergence from the outer
regimes is to the bands rather than the mean. O’Connell (1998a) points out that
the EQ-TAR speci¿cation is likely to provide a reasonable approximation to other
candidate TAR processes, such as the BAND-TAR. Examples of papers ¿tting a
BAND-TAR process to real exchange rates are Coakley and Fuertes (1998) and
Obstfeld and Taylor (1997), while O’Connell (1998a) ¿ts an EQ-TAR model.
For out-of-sample forecasting purposes it may be bene¿cial to have a
speci¿cation like EQ-TAR where both regimes converge towards the ”PPP” value.
This is more so because both the thresholds and the equilibrium value are estimated
and involve themselves a lot of uncertainty. The EQ-TAR model is estimated in
the form of (3), which allows for free estimation of the constant and thus the point
of convergence for the two regimes separately. Restrictions that could be imposed
9

would be to set q f ' q  '    ' q ^ ' f or to estimate the EQ-TAR without a
constant as in (2) with the convergence strictly forced to the sample mean rather
than allowing for its estimation. Given that the equilibrium value is an imprecise
approximation and our focus is in out-of-sample forecasting, we want to impose as
few restrictions as possible ex ante.
Why is the TAR-model considered as a plausible speci¿cation for real exchange
rates?
Firstly, the TAR speci¿cation is a simple way to modify the standard AR-model
to account for the effect of trading frictions. Secondly, there is some empirical
evidence that the convergence is indeed faster the farther away the real exchange rate
is from the PPP value. Michael, Nobay, Peel (1997) ¿nd support for this in annual
data extending over two centuries and Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) in monthly data
over 1980-95 as do Coakley and Fuertes (1998) on monthly post-Bretton Woods
data. O’Connell’s (1998a) results are more split. TAR speci¿cations tend to indicate
overall faster mean reversion than the AR models, which would help to explain
the puzzling slow convergence of the PPP studies. Thirdly, the existence of time
periods of slow or no convergence alongside with periods of faster convergence
would explain some of the controversy concerning the empirical evidence on the
stationarity of the real exchange rates. Alternating periods of convergence and
non-convergence would surely make the statistical testing more dif¿cult. Indeed,
O’Connell (1998a) shows that a band of no arbitrage created by transport costs
of only 6-10% can explain the failure of DF tests of rejecting the null of nonstationarity in the real exchange rates.

4 Estimation
 7KH $5 PRGHO
The baseline AR(p) model in (1) is estimated with two lags. Both Akaike and
Schwarz criterion choose R ' 2 when the lag order was varied from one to four.
Out-of-sample forecasting accuracy measured by the RMSEs is also not sensitive
to the order of the AR process. -E2 - appears suf¿cient and is doing slightly
better than the higher order processes. Therefore, we ¿x the number of lags to
two – also for the TAR-processes in (3), i.e. R and ^ are set equal to two in the
following estimations. Estimation results are reported in table 1. The sum of the
AR coef¿cients is negative, -0.03, implying slow mean reversion as expected. This
is the benchmark model to which the out-of-sample forecast performance of the
TAR model will be compared.

 7KH (47$5 PRGHO
To estimate the threshold regression model, we utilize Bruce Hansen’s (2000,
hereafter BH) code. BH’s model has one threshold which is used to split the sample
into two groups - or regimes. Instead of one threshold we have two (S and S),
but essentially the model is the same, since only one S and two separate regressions
for the two regimes are estimated. Consequently, the programs require only minor
modi¿cations.
10

The parameters of (3), Ebf c c bR c q f c c q ^ c Sc are estimated by least squares
as follows. To estimate Sc a grid search is done over possible values of the
threshold variable. Only 70% of the observations are used to choose S from to
ensure that the model is well identi¿ed for all threshold candidates (see Hansen,
1996b). Thus, we trim the bottom and top 7.5% of the ^| s along with 15%
around the mean. For each S, the observations are sorted into the outer and
inner regimes, and both are estimated by least squares. The sum of squared
errors, 77.Ebf c c bR c q f c c q ^ c S is calculated and the S minimizing the 77.
is selected. The null of no heteroscedasticity cannot be rejected for the estimated
TAR model2 .
The full sample estimation results for the TAR model are presented in table 1.
Figure 1 depicts visually the position of the estimated thresholds (S ' fH and
S ' fH as deviations from the full sample mean of the time series (the middle
line at -0.667). The observations falling within the two outer lines are the ones that
are estimated to follow the inner regime process, while the remaining observations
follow the outer regime process. Slightly more than half of the observations fall
into the outer regime. As can be read from table 1, the outer regime indeed is
mean reverting with the sum of AR coef¿cients being negative, -0.05. The implied
outer regime convergence is somewhat faster than implied by the linear AR process.
The inner regime process does not show any convergence. Indeed, we might
want to restrict the inner regime to be nonstationary. The full sample results are
thus not contradicting our initial hypotheses of faster outer regime convergence.
In the forecasting exercise, the TAR and AR processes are estimated for shorter
training periods since some of the observations are needed to do the out-of-sample
comparison. Consequently, the results in table 1 are used only to give an idea of the
general ¿t of the two models.

2 LM

test is used to test for heteroscedasticity. It is performed by regressing the squared
residuals from (3) against all the independent variables as follows. h2| @  f .   ||3 .  2
||32 . S
null of no heteroscedasticity,   @  2 @ 3, and the LM test statistic
| . Under
S the
2
2
(W +4  y| @ h| ,, converges to a "2 +5,=
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7$%/( 
Full sample estimation results for the EQ-TAR and AR(2) models
(47$5
$5
2XWHU UHJLPH ,QQHU UHJLPH )XOO PRGHO
UL?t|
-0.04
0.04
-0.02
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.01)
ULiu
0.24
0.37
0.24
(0.15)
(0.13)
(0.10)
ULiu2
-0.29
-0.33
-0.27
(0.15)
(0.12)
(0.10)
S
EULiu n ULiu2
-0.05
0.04
-0.03
U
0.18
+2
0.16
0.13
0.19
0.09
55,
0.23
0.27
87
77
164
164

SYDOXH IRU KHWWHVW
0.12
0.002
Values in the brackets are the heteroscedasticity corrected standard errors.

5 Testing for the AR model against the TAR
alternative
Although our main purpose is to evaluate the models by their forecasting ability, we
start by discussing the statistical choice between them in sample.
Conventional tests of the null of an AR model against the TAR alternative have
non-standard distributions, since the threshold parameter is not identi¿ed under the
null. In empirical applications frequently the p-values for the LR statistic (AR null
versus the TAR alternative) are generated by Monte Carlo methods (e.g. CoakleyFuertes, 1998 O’Connell-Wei, 1997 Obstfeld-Taylor, 1997).
In this study, we follow Hansen (1996a), who develops a method to replicate the
asymptotic distribution of the test statistic. The procedure is described in Hansen
(1996b) as well. Our null hypothesis is Mf G b ' q, where b ' Ebf b b2  and
q ' Eq f q  q 2 c and the alternative is M G b 9' q When the threshold is known
and the errors are iid, the standard F-statistic could be used to test the null against
the alternative. The F statistic is
8? ES ' ?Eh
j 2?  j
e2? ES * j
e2? ES ,
where j
h2? is the residual variance from estimating the model under the null, ie.
¿tting an -E2 model into the data using OLS. j
e2? ES is the residual variance from
estimating the TAR with the threshold ¿xed at S The test statistic, 8? ES, is formed
for the value of the S that minimizes the j
e2? ES, call it 8? 
In our case, since S is not identi¿ed, the asymptotic distribution of 8? is not chisquare. Following Hansen (1996a) the asymptotic distribution will be approximated
by a bootstrap procedure as follows:
1. Let W| , | ' c c ? be iid  Efc  random draws
2. Set {+|W equal to W|
3. Regress {+|W on +|3 c    c +|3R to obtain the residual variance j
hW?2
4. Regress {+|W on the TAR model with the threshold set at S The residual
variance from this regression is denoted by j
eW?2 ES Choose S so that j
eW?2 ES is
12

minimized.
5. Form 8?W ' ?Eh
j W?2  j
eW?2 ES * j
eW?2 ES
Hansen ( 1996a) shows that the distribution of 8?W converges weakly in
probability to the null distribution of 8? , so that repeated bootstrap draws from 8?W
may be used to approximate the asymptotic null distribution of 8?  The bootsrap
approximation to the asymptotic p-value of the test is formed by counting the
percentage of bootstrap samples for which 8?W exceeds the observed 8?  P-value
from this exercise turns out to be 0.008 indicating that the null of AR-model can be
rejected in favor of the TAR-model.

6 Forecasting out-of-sample
 )RUPLQJ WKH 7$5 IRUHFDVWV
Judging the out-of-sample forecasting performance of TAR models is essential,
since neither statistically signi¿cant rejections of linearity nor in sample ¿t are a
quarantee of the usefulness of the model for forecasting. Signi¿cant rejections of
linearity often occur while the out-of-sample forecasting performance is no better
than for a simple linear model. This can be due to in sample non-linearities, outliers
or structural shifts (see e.g. Diebold and Nason, 1990). Forecast performance is
typically not reported when TAR models are ¿tted to the real exchange series. This
may be partly because it is not possible to obtain closed-form analytic expressions
for the h-step ahead forecasts3 .
One method to generate the -step ahead forecasts for a TAR model is via Monte
Carlo simulation. This is done as follows.
1. The data is divided into the training period (estimation period) consisting of
the ¿rst A observations, and the validation period (testing period) consisting of the
remaining ? observations. Total number of observations is A n ?.
2. The training period data is used to estimate the model in (3) giving us
ef c c b
e2 c q
ef c c q
e2 c e
the parameter estimates, Eb
S and +. The residuals from this
estimation are collected into two vectors corresponding to the residuals from the
and e??eo
respectively.
outer and the inner regime regressions, denoted by eJ|eo
A
A
3. The estimated process is used to simulate the TAR process  steps into the
future  times as follows.
ef n e
+hA nc ' b
b +hA n3c n e
b2 +hA n32c n "J|eo
A nc c
ef n q
e +hA n3c n q
e2 +hA n32c n "??eo c
+hA nc ' q
A nc

if
if

+hA n3c  + : e
S
+hA n3c  +  e
S

where  ' c c  and +h denote the forecasts.
To do the simulation into the future, we need to decide how to generate the
J|eo
shocks to the inner and outer regime processes, i.e. "??eo
A nc and "A nc  Since we do
not know what the real error distribution is, we proceed by picking up the errors
E.g. Tiao and Tsay (1994) and Clements and Smith (1997,1999) discuss the out-of-sample
forecasting of TAR models.
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randomly and uniformly from the estimated residual distributions eJ|eo
and e??eo
.
A
A
The bene¿t of this non-parametric approach is that it is robust to possible violations
in error assumptions. Alternatively, we could draw the error sample from Efc j2 
where j 2 would be the estimated error variance.
Finally, the average of the forecasts for each horizon  over the  iterations are
calculated:

S
+hA nc for  ' c c M
+hA n '
 '

These averages over the  iterations are our MC forecasts of +hA n for M
horizons.
The RMSEs are used to evaluate the distance between the forecasted and the
actual values. Rather than evaluating the h-step ahead forecast performance based
on the difference between only +A n and +hA n the exersice is done as follows. The
¿rst training period, A , is extended one period at time and the steps from 1 to 3 are
done over again. Finally, the resulting forecasts and RMSEs are computed as
y
x
?3
x
[

A w
E+A nn  +hA nn 2
-7.Ac '
?   n  'f
where +hA nn is the h-step ahead forecast of +A nn based on i+| jA n . The hstep forecast performance is then evaluated by calculating the RMSEs based on
A - denotes this measure of h-step
all training periods from A to A n  . -7.Ac
forecast performance indexed by the ¿rst training period ending point, +A .
The out-of-sample forecasting performance of the AR model is evaluated
- ) indexed by the
similarly by calculating a comparable RMSE measure (-7.Ac
¿rst training period end point and the forecast horizon. The formulas for the out-ofsample forecasts for -E2 model are presented e.g. in Hamilton (1994, p.81).
Since forecasting performance is typically sensitive to the forecast origin, we do
the forecasting exercise for four different initial training period lengths to check for
sensitivity. In short samples of real data there is the trade off between the length
of the training period and the validation period. The longer the training period, the
better we can expect to estimate the long run real exchange rate and the parameter
values, and thus we can expect to get better forecasts. On the other hand, since the
focus is on evaluating the forecasting performance, the validation periods need to
be long enough to allow for the long tern purchasing power convergence rather than
temporary cycles to drive the results.

 5HVXOWV
The RMSEs for the out-of-sample forecasts of the TAR and AR models, and their
ratios are presented in Table 2. It is immediately clear that the forecast performance
is sensitive to the length of the initial training period. Likewise none of the models
is always better than the other. Some interesting patterns emerge though. Generally,
the forecast accuracy improves the longer the initial training period is. Both models
appear to perform the best when the period since 1993 is forecasted. The linear
AR model is much more robust to the choice of the training period and the forecast
horizon than the nonlinear TAR model. The nonlinear forecasts, particularly at the
longer horizons, seem to be really bad in some cases relative to the AR model.
14

Overall, even if the TAR model is doing better with the longer training periods
(or in forecasting only the more recent data), its performance does not appear to
be signi¿cantly better than that of the simple linear AR(2) model – particularly at
longer horizons. At shorter horizons, up to three years, there are periods when
TAR outperforms the AR model, but overall if you are to choose one method of
forecasting, the simple linear model appears to be more reliable.
How can we explain the failure of the threshold model to outperform the simple
AR speci¿cation? The results may be simply sensitive to the speci¿cation of the
TAR model. When we look at the estimation results of the TAR for the full data
set in table 1, we can see that the two estimated regimes are in fact quite similar.
Particularly, the inner regime is not showing convergence at all, which might give
us a good reason to impose a unit root for the inner regime to start with. Given
that the TAR model requires more parameters to be estimated than the AR model,
this may create large enough uncertainty in the coef¿cient estimates to lead to quite
unreasonable long horizon forecasts in some cases.
7$%/( 
A - vs. -7. Out-of-sample forecast performance: -7.Ac
Ac
)RUHFDVW KRUL]RQ K





)LUVW WUDLQLQJ SHULRG
44
7$5
0.088 0.102 0.093 0.086 0.093
$5
0.090 0.143 0.134 0.056 0.054
7$5$5
0.98 0.71
0.69 1.54 1.72
2XWRIVDPSOH REV
24
)LUVW WUDLQLQJ SHULRG
44
7$5
0.082 0.082 0.086 0.090 0.103
$5
0.096 0.119 0.126 0.122 0.138
7$5$5
0.85 0.69
0.68 0.74 0.75
2XWRI6DPSOH REV
36
)LUVW WUDLQLQJ SHULRG
44
7$5
0.205 0.607 1.56 3.94 10.00
$5
0.118 0.165 0.173 0.160 0.185
7$5$5
1.74 3.68
9.02 24.63 54.05
2XWRIVDPSOH REV
56
)LUVW WUDLQLQJ SHULRG
44
7$5
0.199 0.534 1.32 3.27 8.24
$5
0.131 0.192 0.224 0.246 0.267
7$5$5
1.52 2.78
5.89 13.29 30.86
2XWRIVDPSOH REV
76
The rows denoted by TAR and AR report the RMSEs of the out-of-sample forecasts of the TAR and AR
models respectively for forecast horizons from one to ¿ve years. The rows denoted by TAR/AR report the ratio
of the two models RMSEs.
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7 Concluding remarks
We set out to compare the out-of-sample forecasting performance of a linear AR
model and a nonlinear TAR model. The idea was to see if the intuitively appealing
suggestion of nonlinear adjustment of real exchange rates toward purchasing power
parity, due to market frictions, could be utilized in forecasting. Indeed, we found the
tendency of the US/DEM real exchange rate to converge faster when the previous
real exchange rate was farther away from the estimated purchasing power parity
level. However, this tendency did not appear to be strong enough for the TAR
speci¿cation to lead to consistently better out-of-sample forecasting performance.
One reason may be that the data sample is not long enough to reliably estimate the
non-linear speci¿cation which requires more parameters to be estimated than the
more parsimonious linear speci¿cation.
The results presented in this paper are very preliminary. The next step we want
to pursue is to check the robustness of the results to the assumption on the inner
regime process. Speci¿cally, we want to a restrict the inner regime to follow a
unit root process. This is reasonable given that the estimated inner regime does
not appear mean reverting. Also, we would like to tackle the forecast uncertainty
further. Recently, Kitamura (1999) has paid attention to the uncertainty involved
in the coef¿cient estimates and the resulting risk involved in the forecasts. He
suggests using bootstrap smoothing to reduce the variance of the forecasts. The
intuition is that since the forecast is sensitive to the realization of training period
samples, its variance is reduced by ¿rst perturbing the training observations using
the bootstrap and then averaging over the perturbed series. Following this idea
we intend to combine bootstrapping with the MC forecasting hoping to reduce the
variations in the TAR forecasts and thus potentially improve their overall accuracy.
Also, we want to check for the robustness of the results for the assumptions about
the error process. Doing the estimations for other currencies would help in gaining
some understanding of the generality of the results as well. If our current results are
found to hold with these robustness checks, we would conclude that the theoretically
and intuitively attractive idea behind the nonlinear threshold adjustment may not be
empirically signi¿cant enough to help us in understanding the future behavior of
real exchange rates.
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